Recommended Reads
First Responders &
Essential Workers

J 383.145 Hooray for Mail Carriers!
KENA,T Kenan, Tessa

J 331.7 Whose Hands are These?
PAUL,M Paul, Miranda

Also available:

Asks young readers to identify the occupation of
each community helper from the type of tasks they
perform and explains how these helpers work
together to keep communities clean and safe and
people healthy.

J 641.5 WALD,K- Hooray for Chefs!
J 624 WALD,K- Hooray for Construction Workers!
J 371.1 PARK,E- Hooray for Teachers!
J 628.442 KENA, T- Hooray for Garbage
Collectors!

J 331.7
GAER,M

Jade's Trip Around Town:
A Book About Community Helpers
Gaertner, Meg

J
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Clover and Danny are the kind of best friends
who make each other better. But then Danny
comes down with a mysterious illness that
won't go away, and the doctors can't figure out
what's wrong with him. As the evidence piles
up, only one thing becomes clear: Danny is
only better when Clover is around. Will science
be able to save Danny, or is this the one time
when magic can overcome the unthinkable?

Discusses the concept of community helpers by
showing Jade meet a police officer, a librarian,
and others.
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Firefighter Pete
Dean, James
Pete the cat takes a trip to the firehouse,
where he tries on a firefighter's gear,
takes a ride in a fire engine, and helps
save Grumpy Toad from a burning
building.

At the Firehouse: a Tinyville Town story
Biggs, Brian
Join Firefighter Kate on a guided
tour. See where the firefighters
store their gear and where they eat
and rest, and find out what happens
when the alarm rings!

The Someday Suitcase
Haydu, Corey Ann

J 628.9
MCCA,M

Firefighters' Handbook
McCarthy, Meghan
A picture book exploration of what it takes
to be a firefighter, including training and
equipment.

The Truly Brave Princesses
POR
BROW,D Brown, Dolores

Princess Nin is a firefighter, Princess Gilda is a
supermarket cashier, Princess Agnes is
retired, and Princess Liang is in a wheel chair.
This gallery of princesses gives visibility to lot
of women who do not fit with the traditional
conception of a princess. Maybe it's time to
realize that each and every one of us could be
a princess.
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Who Needs a Checkup?
Feuti, Norman
Harry is worried about his trip to the
doctor for a check-up, so his best friend
Hedgehog comes up with a way to
reassure him.

Sunnyside Plaza
Simon, Scott
While helping police officers Esther and
Lon investigate a suspicious death at her
group home, nineteen-year-old Sal
Miyake, who is mentally challenged,
gains insights into herself and makes new
friends.

A Complicated Case
Nilsson, Ulf
Something is going on in the forest: one of
the animals is saying nasty things about
the other forest creatures. But no one
dares make a statement to the police.
Who is the culprit? Detective Gordon and
his assistant Buffy must investigate

Heroes to the Rescue
Ripley, Esther
Join the firefighters, paramedics, and
police officers of LEGO® City as they
race to save the day!
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The Time We Did Nothing
Elizabeth, Hannah
While the families do their part being
patient and staying at home, the
community helpers are risking their lives
out in the world, healing patients and
giving aid to those in need.

Zog and the Flying Doctors
Donaldson, Julia
Zog the dragon, Princess Pearl, and Sir
Gadabout form a team of flying doctors,
treating the kingdom's subjects; but Pearl's
uncle, the king, disapproves, and locks her in
the castle--until he becomes ill and discovers
that only Pearl and her companions can cure
him.

MORE BOOKS:
Crafts for Kids Who Are Learning About Community Workers
J 745.5 ROSS,K
Memoir of Susie King Taylor : a Civil War Nurse | J 973.7 DELL,P
You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Nurses! | J 610.73 MACD,F
¿Qué hacen los doctores? = What Do Doctors Do? | SP J 610.695 ROGE,A
¿Qué hacen los policías? = What Do Police Officers Do?
SP J 363.22 CHRI,N
Quiero conducir una ambulancia = I Want to Drive an Ambulance
SP J 362.18 ABBO,H

